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Preface  

  

Thank you for purchasing the SR Intelligent Controls Series (SR) of our  

company. You are recommended to take some time to read this manual, before  

putting the SR in to service. It tells you how to install, program and use the SR. The  

SR has, amongst many features, the advantage being able to be operated off line to  

prove in service performance before being commissioned into service. When you read  

the manual you will find many more advantageous properties of the products, it will  

greatly simplify the operation of SR for you.  

  

The SR is a type of intelligent control, which uses function blocks for  

programming. It enables the control functions of a PLC to be achieved without the  

need for large number of instructions and complicated programming. When several  

function blocks are linked together in a specific way, relatively complicated control  

functions can be implemented. The programming can be carried out in a logical,  

speedy and verifiable manner. Programming can be implemented using a removable  

LCD liquid crystal display panel or by use of a computer. The latter approach is  

recommended for more complicated control schemes.  

  

SR has a very wide range of applications. It can be used for the automation of  

an extensive range of electrical and mechanical equipment, flow control, building  

automation and many other fields. The implementation of SR provides for automation  

of many aspects of day-to-day life from home through to the commercial,  

manufacturing, mining, utility and service sectors of the economy. This manual will  

describe in detail the functional characteristics and operating methods for SR.  

  

  

Notes:  

Copyright of this manual and patent of SR Intelligent Controls Series are the property  

of ARRAY ELECTRONIC CO., LTD. The reproduction, transmission or use of this  

manual or its contents is not permitted without written express written authority.  

  

Our company reserves the right to make changes in design for improvement SR  

Intelligent Controls Series without notification.   

  

Suggestions for improvement are welcomed.   
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Safety Guidelines:  

This manual contains notices which you should observe to ensure your own personal safety,  

as well as to product and connected equipment. These instructions in the manual are  

highlighted by a warning triangle and are marked as follows according to their danger level:  

  

Danger  

Indicates that death, severe harm to health or damage to assets will result if proper  

precautionary measures are not taken.   

  

Caution  

Indicates that death, severe harm to health or damage can result if the respective  

precautionary measures are not taken.  

  

Warning  

Draws your attention to particularly important information relating to the product and  

its handling, or to a part of the documentation requiring your special attention.  

  

Notes  

    Only qualified personnel should be allowed to start and operate this device. Qualified  

personnel in the sense of the information on safety technology in this manual are persons  

who are authorized to commission, to ground and to tag circuits, equipment and systems in  

accordance with established safety regulations and standards.  
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Part I Basic Operation and Application of SR  

Chapter I General Introduction to SR  

SR intelligent controller is a new type of programmable controller, being  

programmed by the use of Function Block Diagrams. The programming of SR is simpler and  

easier to learn than that of a conventional PLC, which uses ladder diagrams and associated  

instructions. The design concept, for the SR series products, includes a removable LCD  

panel. The program can be written directly into the SR using this LCD panel. After  

programming the LCD panel can be retained or removed and replaced with a cover. The cost  

to the user can be reduced by multiple use of the LCD panel. The use of a computer is  

recommended for more complex control schemes.  

Equipped with voice module, SR-VPA or SR-VPD and remote module, SR-RCA  

or SR-RCD, SR series can realize telephone remote, wireless remote, voice prompt, auto  

dialing and so on functions. Also equipped with extension module, SR-20ERA, SR-20ERD  

or SR-20ETD, the inputs and outputs will be enlarged to meet your control requirement.  

Mostly one SR machine can be connected with five extension modules and there are 122 I/O  

points (74 inputs and 48 outputs) at most.   

SR intelligent controls series can be used in local and remote control,  

communication, networking and monitoring. SR is widely used in many fields of industry,  

commerce, mining, agriculture, home automation etc.  

  

1.1 Structure of SR Series  

SR Main Machine Hardware Structure:  

  

Fig.1.1 SR 12 Point Main Machine  

1. Input of Power (AC or DC) (AC110-220V), (DC12-24V)  

2. Input Wiring Terminal  

3. SR-HMI or SR-WRT  

4. Communication Interface  

5. Output Wiring Terminal (Relay output type or transistor output type)  

6. LCD Display Panel  
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Fig.1.2 SR 22 Point Main Machine  

1£®Input of Power (AC or DC) (AC110-220V), (DC12-24V)  

2£®Input Wiring Terminal  

3£®SR-HMI or SR-WRT  

4£®Communication Interface  

5£®Output Wiring Terminal (Output of relay or electronic transistor)  

6£®LCD Display Panel  

1.2 Naming Rules of SR Series  

   SR¡ª¡ª¡ªXX    M/E     R/T    A/D    C/K  

Super Relay  

Relay (Type Name)  

I/O Points  

  

Main/Extension  

  

Relay/Transistor  

  

AC/DC (Power Type)  

  

Real-time Clock Function  

Real-time Clock and Shutoff Retaining Function  

Note:   M means main machine, E means extension module  

        R means relay output, T means transistor output  

A means AC type, D means DC type  

C means with real-time clock,   

K means with real-time clock and shutoff retaining  
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1.3 Specifications and Type of SR  

Type Power Input Output Remarks  

1 SR-12MRAC AC110-220V 8 points AC input 4 point relay output Machine with real-time clock  

2 SR-12MRDC DC12-24V 8 points DC input  

(6 points analog)  

4 point relay output Machine with real-time clock  

3 SR-12MTDC DC12-24V 8 points DC input  

(6 points analog)  

4 point transistor output Machine with real-time clock  

4 SR-22MRAC AC110-220V 14 points AC input8 point relay output Machine with real-time clock  

5 SR-22MRDC DC12-24V 14 points DC input 

(8 points analog)  

8 point relay output Machine with real-time clock  

6 SR-22MTDC DC12-24V 14 points DC input 

(8 points analog)  

8 point transistor output Machine with real-time clock  

7 SR-20ERA AC110-220V 12 point AC input 8 point relay output  

8 SR-20ERD DC12-24V 12 point DC input 8 point relay output  

9 SR-20ETD DC12-24V 12 point DC input 8 point transistor output  

20 point extension module  

10 SR-VPA AC110-220V  

11 SR-VPD DC12-24V  

Telephone voice module, auto-dialing alarming telephone and remote control by 

telephone  

12 SR-RAC AC110-220V  

13 SR-RCD DC12-24V  

Remote receiving module  

14 SR-TC 3VDC (two units No. 5 batteries) Remote transmitter  

15 SR-HMI LCD programming panel  

16 SR-EHC Connection set of SR-HMI  

Remotely connect SR machine and SR-HMI to place the SR machine and so on into the case 

conveniently and  

put the SR-HMI out the case for observation and 

operation.  

17 SR-PC The decorating cover on the SR (no needing to use this cover when using SR-HMI)  

18 SR-CBA AC type  

19 SR-CBD DC type  

Connecting bridge, to connect the machine and the external 

expanded model.  

20 SR-ECBA AC type (one on each side, to combine one pair) 

21 SR-ECBD DC type (one on each side, to combine one pair) 

Lengthened connecting bridge,  

To remotely connect the machine and the extension 

module. 
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 22 SR-LC The decorating cover of the connecting cable.   

(If using SR-CBA or SR-CBD, then there is no need to use this cover.) (One on 

each side)  

23 SR-CP Communication interface wire between SR and PC, to realize the programming, analog and slow monitoring  

function of the PC to the SR.  

24 SR-RAK Lengthened connecting antenna between SR-RCA and SR-RCD. Remotely connect SR-RCA and SR-RCD.   

It can conveniently put SR-RCA and SR-RCD in the tank and put SR-EANT out of the 

tank.   

And it won’t affect the remote 

control.  

25 SR-AUD The recording microphone and the wires between the sound card and the SR-VPA/SR-VPD.  

26 SR-WRT Programming Panel  

 Warning     

The types, which are divided into the AC or DC type, must be of one power input type  

in one system, if they are wanted to be set and used into the system. That is to say that,  

the machine of AC type must be used with AC type extension module and other  

extension module and other machines of DC type.  

  

1.4 Features of SR  

1. Removable programming panel with Liquid Crystal Display (SR-WRT)  

There is an operating panel with LCD display on the front side of SR. You can  

directly edit the control program for SR by using the operating keys on this panel. This liquid  

crystal programming panel is removable, and it can be deviated from the machine by the  

private interface wire SR-EHC to realize the remotely programming. It can be flexibly set up  

according to your needs. When needed, it can be plugged in. When not needed, it can be  

removed and replaced with an ordinary front cover SR-PC. Thus the cost can be widely  

reduced.  

 Warning     

SR-WRT panel shall be plugged in or removed only after AC or DC power has been turned  

off.   

  

2. Flexible Human-machine Interface (SR-HMI)  

Comparison with conditional LCD, here we provide with 64 human-machine  

interfaces. When using SR-HMI, users can add the human-machine interfaces no more than  

64 according to the demand. On the LCD it will display the following data, such as time,  

status of input & output, counter, timer, analog and so on information. When using, user can  

modify, add or delete the interface. Thus a free and easily using LCD function block is given  

machines of AC type. And the machine of DC type must be used with DC type  
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 to the user.  

  

3. Well-featured and compact design  

If you are thinking of improving the application of your equipment, SR provides  

very many features. SR is very compact.  

71mmX106mmX67mm     (12-point machine/voice module)  

126mmX106mmX67mm    (22-point machine/20-point extension module  

/remote control receiver)  

  

4. With the function blocks used for programming, the program storage capacity of SR is  

large.   

The control functions of SR can be implemented only with function blocks  

incorporated into a function block diagram. The same level of control implemented by a  

conventional PLC would require a much larger and more detailed program. When several  

function blocks are linked together in a specific way, then relatively complicated control  

functions can be implemented. SR has a storage capacity of programs for up to 128 function  

blocks. There is a large application resource to satisfy the requirements for complicated  

control. A program, when downloaded into SR will never be lost, as SR does not rely on a  

battery for the memory function.  

  

5. External Extendable Input/output  

SR series machine can be connected with the relative SR-20E Extension Module.  

Thus it can be extension to 20 points input/output once (12 points input and 8 points output).  

One set of SR series machine can be externally connected with 5 extension modules. Thus 22  

points machine can be extension to 120 points input/output (74 points input and 48 points  

output). And it gives you a large storage capacity of your control.  

  Note:  

One SR main machine can be connected with 5 extension modules at most. Two extension  

modules are recommended to connect with one SR main machine. Otherwise the speed of the  

running will be slow.   

  

  

6. Real time clock function (Only main machines with RTC have this function.)  

SR series intelligent controller has the real time clock recording function. It can  

run and time according to the random time of your desiring and the accuracy can reach  

second, which make your control of time be correct and accurate. And you can set 127  

periods of different time. It is suitable for the system that needs the time control.  

  

7. Analog input and transmission (The IA ports of DC type main machines have the analog  

input function.)  

In addition to receiving a switching input, SR can also receive the analog input to  

implement the control of temperature, humidity, pressure, flow, level unit, etc., and transmit  

them remotely to a computer for monitoring.   
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8. Write the program online  

SR series intelligent controller adds the function of writing the program online. It  

can be updated and upgraded at any time according to the source program code. When SR  

series product being updated, you may update your system through the Internet.  

  

9. Security cipher code function  

SR is provided with protection for the programs downloaded into it. A security  

cipher code can be set before programs are written. The programs can then only be modified  

after the correct cipher code is entered.  

  

10. Telephone function  

SR is equipped with telephone and voice function blocks. It is possible to dial  

directly through a telephone line after the required telephone number has been preset. SR can  

be dialed automatically, when the conditions are satisfied so as to implement advice or alarm  

functions. Moreover, SR can also receive remote signals transmitted through a telephone line  

in order to control the terminal equipment.  

  Note:  

It is necessary to configure SR-VPA/VPD multifunctional voice block for the implementation  

of telephone function and voice function.  

  

  

11. Wireless Control  

Wireless control functions can wirelessly remote control the SR to realize the  

control to the voice module, input/output. This function can be used in some specific control  

site, such as the control to the start and stop of SR with no means by hands, or control the SR  

at site in the working house. Using wireless control module it will be readily solved. In  

general, wireless control function can make it convenient to realize the control to the SR.  

  

12. Voice function  

SR can provide voice recording and broadcasting back functions for the  

automatic control industry, creating intelligent controls, which can give audible voice  

outputs, both locally and through remote speakers.  

  

13. Analog Keys  

32 function keys are provided. The function of these keys is the same as IN (Input  

I0-In), relatively the same as the soft switch. On the LCD panel, all the defined function keys  

are displayed. Also the explanation and the password protection function of each function  

key can be show in Super Relay Logic. The Super Relay Logic provides 8 function keys  

pages and in each page there may be 4 function key.  

  

14. Super Relay Logic: Free Programming Software  

The control program can be downloaded directly, with the use of the LCD panel,  
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into a SR unit. With more complicated control schemes the use of an ancillary computer,  

loaded with SUPER RELAY LOGIC software, is recommended. The control program can  

then be written into the memory of the SR is a very friendly human-machine interface  

programming software. It can edit the function diagrams and also can analogously run the  

written program. It provides an off-line testing function to the user. This feature overcomes  

much of the possible inconveniences normally experienced with on-line testing and  

commissioning. The system can be proven before being put into actual service. SUPER  

RELAY LOGIC will not only guide you to implement the editing of the control programs,  

but will also perform the real-time monitoring for the field environment and the operational  

conditions of SR.  
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Chapter II Installing and Wiring of SR  

2.1 Installing of SR  

2.1 Installing Method  

SR is small and it is suitable for fitting inside panels or machinery within it’s’  

specification criteria. The installation of SR is quite simple:  

1. Use a standard DIN rail for installation of SR as shown in Fig. 2.1.  

2. Use the two diagonal clearance holes on SR for direct mounting.  

   

Fig. 2.1 Use standard DIN rail for installation of FAB  

Notes:   

1. The LCD of the SR is removable. Hold the two sides of the machine and pull.  

2. Do not remove the LCD panel whilst the SR is powered, otherwise the SR and LCD panel  

may be damaged and endanger the personal safety of the user .  

  

2.1.2 Installation Dimensions  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 2.2 Installation Dimensions of SR-12 Series (MM)  
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Fig. 2.3 Installation Dimension of SR-22 Series (MM)  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 2.4 Installation Dimensions of SR-VP Series Voice Module (MM)  
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Fig. 2.5 Installation Dimensions of SR-20 and SR-RC Series (MM)  

  

2.2 Wiring of SR  

A screwdriver with a spade tip width of 3mm is used for the wiring of FABs. The maximum  

cross sections of the wires that can be inserted into the terminals are determined according to  

the following sizes:  

¡ù 1x2.5mm2  

¡ù 2x1.5mm2  

  

2.2.1 Connection Power Supply  

1. SR-12MRA, SR-22MRA, SR-20ERA, SR-VPA, SR-RCA are AC types. The rated power  

supply requirement for them is 110-240VAC, 50/60HZ. The range of the grid voltage is  

110VAC to 220VAC. The consumption power of SR-12MRA and SR-22MRA is 3W and  

5W representatively.  

  

2. SR-12MRD, SR-12MTD, SR-22MRD, SR-22MTD, SR-20ERD, SR-20ETD, SR-VPD,  

SR-VCD are DC types. The supplying DC voltage is 24VDC. The range of the voltage is  

12VDC to 24VDC. The consumption power of SR-12MTD and SR-22MTD is 2W both.  

  

The power connection for FABs is as shown in the following drawings:  
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Fig. 2.6 AC Type                         Fig. 2.7 DC Type  

  

2.2.2 Connecting Inputs  

The input to FAB can be either digital, such as on/off switches etc., or analog,  

such as pressure, temperature, humidity, flow, etc. The specific requirements are as follows:  

     Type  

Demand  

SR-12MRA  

SR-22MRA  

SR-12MRD  

SR-22MRD  

SR-12MTD  

SR-22MTD  

Switch Status 0 <40VAC <5VDC <5VDC  

Input Current <0.24mA <1.5mA <2.8mA  

Switch Status 1 ¡Ý85VAC ¡Ý10VDC ¡Ý10VDC  

Input Current Typical 0.24 mATypical 3mA Typical 3 mA  

Analogue Input No A0~A5/A0~A7 A0~A5/A0~A7  

Note:  

1. For SR-12MRD, SR-12MTD, SR-22MRD and SR-22MTD that can receive analog  

input. They can be set to analog input or digital input as either may be used in the  

program. They will be recognized as analog inputs when the input terminal is  

connected with an analog function block, and they will be recognized as digital  

inputs when the input terminal is not connected with an analog function block.  

2. The analog inputs require 0V ~ +10V voltage signals. These are divided equally in  

0.1V increments. In programming, all the block parameters related to the analog  

inputs are based on the minimum increment of 0.1V.  

3. They can be recognized as digital input when the input voltage is more than 10.0V  

and cannot be recognized as an analog input.  

4. For the digital input off, when the switch status changes from 0 to 1, the time of  

Status 1 must be greater than 50ms, and when the switch status changes from 1 to 0,  

the time of Status 0 also must be greater than 50ms.  
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 Connecting SR is shown as in the following figures:  

  

      Fig. 2.8 AC Type            Fig. 2.9 DC Type   

  

Fig. 2.10 DC Type (Analog)  

2.2.3 Connecting Outputs  

1. Requirement for the relay output  

Various loads such as lamp, fluorescent tube, motor, contactor, etc., can be  

connected to the outputs of SR. The max. ON output current that can be supplied by SR, is  

10A for the resistance load and 2A for the inductive load. The connection is in accordance  

with the following figure 2.11:  

  

  

Fig. 2.11 Relay Output  
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 2. Requirement for the electronic transistor output:  

The load connected to FAB must have the following characteristics:  

The maximum switch current cannot exceed 2A when the switch is ON (Q=1), the maximum  

current is 2A.  

The connection is in accordance with the following figure 2.12:  

  

Fig. 2.12 Transistor Output  

  

Notes£º  

1. The connecting voltage must be¨Q24VDC and the load currency must be DC.  

2. The ¡°+¡± terminal of the output wiring must be connected with DC positive voltage and  

the voltage must be ¨Q 24VDC, which of the ¡°-¡± terminal. And it must be connected  

with the ¡°M¡± terminal of the SR power.  

3. The output terminal must be connected with a load.  

  

2.2.4 Net-connecting of SR Series  

SR series machine can be connected with voice module, remote control module,  

extension module together and use. They must be the same type.   

That is to say that the AC types are connected with the AC types and the DC  

types are connected with the DC types.  
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1. SR-12MRA and SR-20ERA, SR-RCA or SR-VPA Connecting Diagram  

  

Fig. 2.13 Notes: Input Voltage AC110-220V  
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2. SR-12MRD and SR-20ERD, SR-RCD or SR-VPD Connecting Diagram  

  

Notes: Input Voltage: DC 12-24V  

3. SR-12MTD and SR-20ETD, SR-RCD or SR-VPD Connecting Diagram  
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4.Don’t’ touch or take down the link bridge SR-CBA/CBD at SR working.
Notes:  

1. The connecting voltage of the transistor type output control must be ¨Q24VDC and the  

load voltage must be DC.  

2£®Each machine can be connected with 5 extension modules, one voice module and a remote  

control module at most.   

3. The address of the extension module is set to be 1-5. (For details please consult the  

contents of Chapter VII)  

4. The AC type machine must externally be connected with voice module, extension module and remote control of AC type.  

And the same with the DC type machine.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Danger  

1.Current safety regulations do not permit the connection of different phases to the input.  

  2.Power and input must same phases  

  3.Do not touch the input and output points and power input points at SR working.  
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Chapter III General Description of Function Block  

  

SR series adopt the programming methods by the use of function blocks. In  

total 8 general function blocks, 14 special function blocks and 8 input & output  

function blocks are configured. And each block can achieve a specific control function  

independently, e.g. TOND, TOFD, SBPL, SBPL, SCHD, etc. As several blocks are  

linked up in a specific way relatively complicated control functions can be realized.  

Programming with function blocks is simpler and better appreciated than the  

conventional PLC instruction programming.   

  

The following types of operator for FAB function blocks are available for  

options:  

1£® Options of input ports: IA0~IA7, IB0~IB5 (input ports of 22-point machine),  

IC0~IC7, ID0~ID5 (input ports of extension module 1), IE0~IE7, IF0~IF5  

(input ports of extension module 2), IG0~IG7, IH0~IH5 (input ports of  

extension module 3), II0~II7, IJ0~IJ5 (input ports of extension module 4),  

IK0~IK7, IL0~IL5 (input ports of extension module 5), M00—M99,  

N00—N99 (intermediate relay), V00~V99 (virtual keys), HI (high potential  

status), LO (low potential status), X (no input connection), telephone two-tone  

pulse: P00--P99.  

  

2£® Options of output ports: QA0~QA7 (output ports of the machine), QC0~QC7  

(output ports of extension module 1), QE0~QE7 (output ports of extension  

module 2), QG0~QG7 (output ports of extension module 3), QI0~QI7 (output  

ports of extension module 4), QK0~QK7 (output ports of extension module 5),  

M00—M99, N00—N99 (intermediate relay)   

  

3.1 General Function Blocks (GF)  

There are 8 general function blocks in total as listed in the following table:  

Table 1: General Function Blocks  

Line Diagram SR Function Block Function  

Series connection  

Of NO contacts  

  

AND  

Series connection of  

 NO contacts with  

RLO borderline test  

  

AND  

(With RLO borderline  

test)  
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Parallel connection  

 Of NO contacts  

  

OR  

Phase inverter  

  

NOT  

Dual communicator  

contact  

  

XOR  

Parallel connection   

Of NC contacts  

  

NAND  

Parallel connection of  

NC contacts with RLO  

borderline test  

  

NAND  

(With RLO borderline  

test)  

Series connection   

Of NC contacts  

  

NOR  

  

3.1.1 AND  

Series connection of a certain                      In SR, the symbol of AND is  

number of NO contacts in SR line                  as shown in follows:  

diagram is as shown in follows:                      

  

                                                                 

  

  

This function block is called as AND, because only when all of I1, I2, I3 and I4 are all  

in status 1, the status of Output Q will be 1 (i.e. the output is closed).   

  

I1 I2 I3 I4 
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Logical frame of AND:  

  

I1   I2   I3   I4 Q  

          0    0     0     0          0  

          0    0     0     1          0  

          0    0     1     0          0  

          0    0     1     1          0  

          0    1     0     0          0  

          0    1     0     1          0  

          0    1     1     0          0  

          0    1     1     1          0  

          1    0     0     0          0  

          1    0     0     1          0  

          1    0     1     0          0  

          1    0     1     1          0  

          1    1     0     0          0  

          1    1     0     1          0  

          1    1     1     0          0  

          1    1     1     1          1  

  

3.1.2 AND with RLO Borderline Test   

In SR, the symbol is as shown in follows:  

  

Only when all the statuses of the inputs are 1 and at least the status of one input is 0 in  

the last period, the output status of AND with RLO borderline test is 1.   

If the input line of this function block (X) is unconnected, then this input is X=1.  

The time diagram of AND with RLO borderline test is as shown in follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

During the third period, all the statuses of the inputs are 1 and during the second  

period, the status of I2 is 0, so the status of the output is 1.  

While during the fourth period, all the status of the inputs are 1 but during the third  

period, all the status of the inputs are 1, so the status of the output is 0.  
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3.1.3 OR  

Parallel connection of a certain number of               In SR, the symbol of OR  

NC contacts is shown in the SR line                is as shown in follows:  

diagram as follows:  

  I1  

  I2  

  I3                                                    

  I4  

  

This function block is called as OR, because the status for at least one of the inputs I1,  

I2, I3 or I4 is 1 (i.e. closed), then output Q is 1.  

Logic frame of OR:   

        I1     I2     I3     I4         Q  

        0      0     0     0           0  

        0      0     0     1           1  

        0      0     1     0           1  

        0      0     1     1           1  

        0      1     0     0           1  

        0      1     0     1           1  

        0      1     1     0           1  

        0      1     1     1           1  

        1      0     0     0           1  

        1      0     0     1           1  

        1      0     1     0           1  

        1      0     1     1           1  

        1      1     0     0           1  

        1      1     0     1           1  

        1      1     1     0           1  

        1      1     1     1           1  

  

3.1.4 NOT  

The phase inverter is indicated in              The symbol of NOT is as shown   

SR line diagram as follows:                   in follows:  

                                                                    

  

  

  

This function block is called as NOT, because if the input status is 0, then output Q is  

1, and vice versa. In other words, NOT is the phase inverter for the input point.  

Logic frame of NOT:  

                I1            Q  

0     1  

1     0  
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3.1.5 XOR  

In SR line diagram, the two commutator               In SR, the symbol of   

contacts for XOR are connected in serial              XORis shown as follows:                

as follows:   

                                

  

           I1     I2  

When the statuses of all the inputs are not the same, the output status of XOR is 1.  

When the statuses of all the inputs are the same, the output status of XOR is 0.  

Logic frame of XOR:   

  

                I1     I2              Q  

                0      0               0  

                0      1               1  

                1      0               1  

                1      1               0  

                  

3.1.6 NAND  

Parallel connection of a certain number of             The symbol of NAND is as   

NC contacts is shown in SR line diagram              shown in follows:   

as follows:  

I1  

I2  

I3  

I4  

  

Logic frame of NAND:   

       I1    I2     I3    I4          Q  

       0     0     0     0          1  

       0     0     0     1          1  

       0     0     1     0          1  

       0     0     1     1          1  

       0     1     0     0          1  

       0     1     0     1          1  

       0     1     1     0          1  

       0     1     1     1          1  

       1     0     0     0          1  

       1     0     0     1          1  

       1     0     1     0          1  

       1     0     1     1          1  

       1     1     0     0          1  

       1     1     0     1          1  

       1     1     1     0          1  

       1     1     1     1          0  
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3.1.7 NAND with RLO Borderline Test  

In SR, the symbol is as shown in follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

Only when the status of at least one of the input is 0 and statuses of all the inputs in  

the last period are 1, the output status of this NAND with RLO borderline test is 1.   

If one input line of this function block (X) is unconnected, then the status of this input  

is X=1.  

Time diagram of NAND with RLO borderline test is as shown in follows:                           

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3.1.8 NOR  

Serial connection of a certain                 In SR, the symbol of NOR is as  

NC contacts is shown in the line               shown in follows:  

Diagram as follows:   

  

                                              

                

In NOR function block, when the statuses of all the inputs are low potential (status 0),  

then the output is connected (status 1). If the status of any input is high potential  

(status 1), then the output is opened (status 0).   

  

Logic frame of NOR:   

              I1     I2     I3     I4          Q  

              0      0      0     0          1  

              0      0      0     1          0  

              0      0      1     0          0  

              0      0      1     1          0  

              0      1      0     0          0  

              0      1      0     1          0  

              0      1      1     0          0  

              0      1      1     1          0  

              1      0      0     0          0  

              1      0      0     1          0  

              1      0      1     0          0  

I1 I2 I3 I4  
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              1      0      1     1          0  

              1      1      0     0          0  

              1      1      0     1          0  

              1      1      1     0          0  

              1      1      1     1          0  

  

3.2 Special Function Block (SF)  

There are 14 special function blocks in total as list in the following table.  

Table 2: Special Function Blocks  

Function Representation Graphic  

TOND  

  
  

TOFD  

  

  

SBPL  

     

SCHD  

      

TPBL  

  

  

BLNK  
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MTOD  

   

UDCT   

  

PONS   

  

CMPR   

  

TSEQ   

  

SSEQ   

  

HOUR   

  

T/C-Comparator   
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3.2.1 TOND  

  

Line diagram/Symbol  

in SR  

Pin Description  

Input TRG  

After TRG is triggered, the time delay timer starts timing. (If  

TRG stop triggering during the timing of timer, the timer will  

terminate the timing.)  

Parameter T  

After time T, the output is on (the output signal changes from 0  

to 1).  

Output Q  

If there is still trigger signal, when time T is up, the output will  

be on.  

  

  

  

  

  

 Output P  

If the property pin of the output P is connected with the  

properties pin of the SLCD, the parameter of this function block  

will be transferred to HMI.  

  

Time Sequence Frame:   

                                                                                

  

  

  

  

  

  

Function Description:  

1. When the status of TRG changes from 0 to 1, the time delay timer starts timing.  

If TRG holds the status 1 for a sufficiently long time, the output will be changed  

to 1 after the time T has elapsed. There is a time delay between the input turning  

ON and the output turning ON, that why the TOND is so called.  

  

2. If the status of TRG input changes into 0 before the fixed time, the timer will be  

reset.  

  

3. When the status of TRG input is 0, then the reset status of the output is 0.  

  

4. This function is applicable to override vibrations of switches, delayed start-up of  

motor, delayed turning-on of lights, etc.  

  

5. The assignment range for T is 0.01-99.99, and the time units can be set  

respectively to hour (H), minute (M) and second (S). Its time accuracy can reach  

0.5‰.  
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3.2.2 TOFD  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  

Pin Description  

Input TRG  
Turn on the timer of the time-delay off relay, when the input TRG  

(trigger) is at the descending edge (changing from 1 to 0).  

Input R  
The timer of disconnecting time-delay relay is reset via R (Reset  

Input), and Output Q is set to 0. (R has higher priority to TRG.)  

Parameter T  

The output is disconnected (the Q status is changed from 1 to 0), when  

the time T elapses.  

Output Q  

Input TRG is activated then the output is turned on (Q=1) and is kept  

ON until it is reset when the set time T is up.  

  

  

  

  

  

Output P  

If the property pin of the output P is connected with the properties pin  

of the SLCD, the parameter of this function block will be transferred  

to HMI.  

  

Time Sequence Frame:  

                                                                                 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Function description:   

1. When Input TRG is Status 1, Output Q is changed at once to Status 1. When  

Input TRG is changed from 1 to 0 (when the descending edge comes), the  

internal time delay timer of FAB is activated and Output Q is still remained in  

status 1. When the set time T is up, Output Q becomes 0 and the timer is reset 1.  

2. If Input TRG changes from Status 1 to Status 0 again, the timer is activated  

again.  

3. Before the set time T is up, the timer and output can be reset via R (Reset) input  

4. This function is applicable to the lighting of staircase, the control of barriers in a  

car park, the control of a water throttling valve, etc.  

5. The assignment range of T is 0.01-99.99, and the time units can be set  

respectively to hour (H), minute (M), second (S).   

6. TRG and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X..   
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3.2.3 SPBL  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  

Pin Description  

Input TRG  

  

Trigger input (TRG) makes the output ON and OFF.  

Input R  

  

The output Q is reset via R (Reset Input). (Q=0, R has ahigher  

priority to TRG.)  

  

  

  

 Output Q  

  

Every time TRG changes from 0 to 1, the status of Q will be  

changed (i.e. from Status 0 to Status 1 or vice versa).  

  

  

Time Sequence Frame:  

  

                                           

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Function Description:   

1. Every time the trigger input TRG changes from Status 0 to Status 1, the status of  

Output Q will change accordingly (The status of Q will be reversed).  

  

2. Reset Q to Status 0 via Input R.  

  

3. After the power is ON or OFF, the pulse relay is reset and Output Q changes to 0.  

  

4. If the status of TRG is being Status 1 from the start, it can be regarded as the  

descending edge from the start.  

  

5. TRG and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X.  

  

6. This function is applicable to the lighting of staircase, the control of barriers in a  

car park, the control of a water throttling valve, etc.  
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3.2.4 TPBL  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in SRPin Description  

Input S  
Make the Output Q be Status 1 via Input S  

(Position).  

Input R  

TheOutput Q is reset to 0 via R (Reset Input). If S  

and R are both Status 1, Output Q is 0. (R has a  

higher priority.)  

  

  

  

  

  

Output Q  

When S is the Input, Q is connected and remained.  

It will be reset till R inputs the position.  

  

Switch Features:  

  

RS Relay is a simple trigger with two values. The output value is decided by the input  

status and the original output status. The following table can explain the logic  

relationship between them:  

  

  

             S      R           Q      Remarks  

             0     0            The status remain the original value.  

             0     1            0      Reset  

             1     0            1      Position  

             1     1            0      Reset (Reset has a higher priority to  

Position.)  

  

Explanation:   

TRG and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X.  
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3.2.5 BLNK  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  

Pin Description  

Input EN  
Input (only be effective in high potential). Make the clock  

pulse generator connected or open via EN input.  

Input R Make Output Q be 0 via Input R (Reset).  

Parameter T  

Time parameter. T is the time length of output to be ON and  

OFF.  

Output Q  

  

Every time EN changes from 0 to 1, the internal timer begins  

to time, and when Time T is up, the output is 1. If EN is held  

on 1, timing can be started again, and when Time T is up  

again, the output is 0. The cycle operation is continued in this  

way until EN is 0 and Output Q is 0. When R is 1, then the  

output Q is 0. And when R changes from 1 to 0 and EN is 1,  

all the initial status of Q changing from 0 to 1 will start its  

cycle.  

  

  

  

  

Output P  

  

If the property pin of the output P is connected with the  

properties pin of the SLCD, the parameter of this function  

block will be transferred to HMI.  

  

Time Sequence Frame:  

  

                                                     

  

  

  

  

  

  

Function Description:   

  

1. Use Parameter T to set ON/OFF time. The assignment range of T is 0.01-99.99  

and the time units can be set respectively to hour (H), minute (M), second (S).  

2. Input EN enables the clock pulse generator to work. Output Q of clock pulse  

generator will flip-flop the status every time the time T elapses, and cycle  

operation is continued in this way until Input En is 0. The clock pulse generator  

then stops operation and Output Q is 0.  

3. EN and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X.  

4. This function is applicable to generate pulse automatically and to switch ON/OFF.  
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3.2.6 TMOD  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  

Pin Description  

Input TRG Timer for ON time delay is started via Input TRG (Trigger). 

Input R  

Timer for ON time delay is reset to ON via Input R, and  

make Output Q be 0). (The priority of R is higher than that  

of TRG.)  

Parameter T  
After TRG is triggeredand the time T elapses, the output is  

On.  

Output Q After time delay T elapses, the output is ON.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Output P  

If the property pin of the output P is connected with the  

properties pin of the SLCD, the parameter of this function  

block will be transferred to HMI.  

  

Time Sequence Frame:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Function Description:   

1. If the status of Input TRG changes from 0 to 1, the internal timer will be activated.  

When time T is up. Output Q becomes 1 and then the input TRG coming again has  

no effect on output Q. Only when Input R becomes 1 again Output Q and Timer T  

will be reset to 0.  

  

2. TRG and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X.  

  

3. This function is applicable to the locations where the time-delay ON and hold ON  

status are required.  

  

4. The assignment range for T is 0.01-99.99, and the time units can be set  

respectively to hour (H), minute (M), second (S). Its time accuracy can reach  

0.5‰.  
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3.2.7 PONS  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in SR Pin Description  

  

  

Input TRG  

  

Input TRG activated the single-pulse time and relay. When the  

descending edge is coming, it will output a pulse with the width of  

T.  

  

Input R  

Reset Single-pulse time relay. When R is 1, the Output Q changes  

to 0.  

Parameter T The assignment range of pulse width is 0.01-99.99.   

  

Output Q  

  

Every time TRG changes from 0 to 1, the Q outputs a pulse with  

the width of T.  

  

Time Sequence Frame:  

  

TRG  

  

R  

  

Q  

         

  

           T         T                    T  

  

  

Function Description:   

  

1. When Q is 1, TRG pulse has no effect on Output Q.  

2. TRG and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X.  

3. This function is applicable to change the pulse width.  
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3.2.8 UDCT  

  

Line diagram/ Symbol in SR Pin Description  

Input R  

Internal counter value and the output are reset via R (Reset). R ha  

a priority to CTN.  

Input CNT  

When CNT (Counter) is inputting, the counter just counts the  

change from Status 0 to Status 1 and doesn’t count the change  

from Status 1 to Status 0.  

Input DIR  

Appoint the direction of the counter via DIR (Direction)  

DIR=0£» Adding Counting  

DIR=1£» Minus Counting  

Parameter  

PAR  

When the internal counter value is larger than or equal to PAR, the  

Output Q is1. When the internal counter value is less than PAR,  

the Output Q is 0. The assignment range of the counting value is  

0-999999.  

Output Q When the counting value is arriving, the Output is on.  

  

Output P  

If the property pin of the output P is connected with the properties  

pin of the SLCD, the parameter of this function block will be  

transferred to HMI.  

  

Time Sequence Frame When PAR=5:  

                                                              

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Function Description:   

  

1. TRG and R terminals are treated as Status 0 if they are set as X.  

2. Every time on Input CNT’s descending edge, the internal counter adds 1  

(DIR=0) or minus 1 (DIR=1). If the internal counter is larger than or equal to  

Parameter PAR, Output Q is set to 1. Reset can be used to reset the internal  

counter to 0. If R=1, Output Q is 1.  

3. The internal counter and the output terminal can be reset when the Input R is 1.  

If R is 1, the Output Q will be 0 and it will count the Input CNT.  
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 3.2.9 CMPR  

Line diagram/ Symbol in SR Pin Description  

Input 1  

Analog Input 1, can be selected as: the value calculated from the  

analog input IA through the math formula, or the preset analog  

value.  

Input 2  

Analog Input 2, can be selected as: the value calculated from the  

analog input IA through the math formula, or the preset analog  

value.  

Output Q  
If the comparing condition between Input 1 and Input 2 is YES,  

Q will be 1, and otherwise Q will be 0.  

  

  

Comparison Functioncan   

be selected as:  

  “<”, “>”, “<=”,   

“>=”, “!=”, “=” Output P  

If the property pin of the output P is connected with the  

properties pin of the SLCD, the parameter of this function block  

will be transferred to HMI.  

Function Description:   

Only SR-12MRD, SR-12MTD, SR-22MRD, SR-22MTD types have this function.  

This function is used in the analogue input instructions.  

  

Instruction of CMPR  

The value of the analog input (IA), which the CMPR compares, is valued out through  

math formula and is not the actual input voltage value. And the math formula is  

A*IA+B.  

If one temperature sensor is connected to the IA terminal of the DC type main  

machine, and the voltage value of this temperature sensor is the linear relationship  

with the temperature. At 1¡æ, the actual voltage of IA1 terminal is 0V; and at 50 ¡æ,  

the actual voltage of IA1 terminal is 7V. From the above math formula, we can get  

that A=7 and B=1. That is too say that when the temperature is 7¡æ higher, the  

voltage will be 1V higher. So we have the following equalities. Example 1:  

7(A)*7(IA)+1*(B)=50¡æ. Example 2: 7*(A)*6(IA)+1(B)=43¡æ. And now if you put  

the values of A and B into the SR main machine, when the pin of IA1 tests the voltage  

is 6V, this CMPR will display 43¡æ automatically on SR-HMI.  

 Notes:  

1. In this example, A is the proportion parameter. When the temperature is higher 7 

¡æ, the voltage is 1V above. So value of A is 7.  

2. B is the deviation parameter. That is to say that at 1¡æ the voltage of IA is 0V.  

3. IA is the tested voltage value of the input terminal A.  

  

Actually the value of A and B don’t need for you to calculate by pen. We  

have put the math formula into SR-WRT and the free software SUPER CAD. You  

only need to connect the sensor to the related analog input (IA) then the value of A  

and B will be written into SR machine according to the related methods.  

Here we explain the method in SUPER CAD:  

Connect the SR main machine and your PC via SR-CP. Power on the SR  

main machine and open the SUPER CAD software. Then select [Set Analog  
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 Parameters] in [Option] to select the two values of the linear relationship as in Fig. 3.1  

and Fig. 3.2. (If the sensor tests the 0¡æ first and then tests a 50¡æ. Through these tow  

times test, it will get the value of A and B. And then put the value of A and B into the  

main machine.)  

Please refer to the details of SR-WRT for the methods how to set the value  

of A and B in SR-WRT.  

 Notes: The value of A and B of each analog pin need to be set separately.  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.1  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.2  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.3  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.4  

  

  

  

  

CMPR will compare the calculated value of the input 1 and input 2. When the  

comparison function is selected as “¡´”, it means the calculated value of input 1 is  

smaller than that of input 2 and the output is high. Otherwise it will be low.  

  

And the value of input 1 or input 2 can be select as the fix value, and the other is  

Operation procedures are as the next page.  

Here it will calculate the value of A and B. And Click here, it will  

write the value of A and B of the IA0 pint into SR main machine.  
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connected to the pin of the analog input. Thus CMPR will compare this fix value and  

the calculated value of the analog pin.  

  

Example 1: Comparing the calculated value of input 1 and input 2.  

Input 1 is connected to IA0;  

Input 2 is connected to IA1;  

Output is connected to QA1;  

CMPR function is selected as “<=”  

Then If the calculated value of IA0 is <= that of IA1, QA1 will become 1.  

Otherwise QA1 will become 0.  

  

Example 2£ºComparing the calculated value of the analog input with the fix value.  

Input 1 is connected to IA01;  

Input 2 is empty. And then select the property dialogue frame of Input 2 and  

put in the fix value;  

Output is connected to QA0;  

CMPR function is selected as “<=”.  

Then if the calculated value of IA0 is <= to the fix value, QA1 will become 1.  

Otherwise QA1 will become 0.  

  

3.2.10 T/C-CMPR  

Line diagram/ Symbol in SR  

Function  

Pin Description  

Input 1  

Analog Input 1, can be selected as: the value calculated from  

the analog input IA through the math formula, or the preset  

analog value.  

Input 2  

Analog Input 2, can be selected as: the value calculated from  

the analog input IA through the math formula, or the preset  

analog value.  

  

Comparison Functioncan   

be selected as:  

  “<”, “>”, “<=”,   

“>=”, “!=”, “=” Output Q  

If the comparing condition between Input 1 and Input 2 is YES,  

Q will be 1, and otherwise Q will be 0.  

Function Description:   

This function block can compare the value of timer or counter. And the compared  

time range is 0.01~99.99 (Unit: hour, minute, second). And the counter range is  

1~999999.  

  

The type of the two connected inputs of this function block must be the same. If Input  

1 is TSEQ function block, Input 2 must be TSEQ function block too. And if Input 1 is  

UDCT function block, then Input 2 must be UDCT function block too.  

  

In the following we will explain the applications of this function block by examples.  

  

Example 1£ºComparing the length of two timers  
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Logic Relationship is as follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.5  

Function relationship is selected as “>”;  

Then when the time of B0 is > the time of B1, QA1 is 1. Otherwise it will be 0.  

  

Example 2: Comparing the times of two counters  

Logic Relationship is as follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.6  

Function relationship is selected as “>”;  

Then when the number of B0 is > the number of B1, QA1 is 1. Otherwise it will  

be 0.  

  

3.2.11 SCHD  

SR has clock switches for 127 time intervals.  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  
Pin Description  

Input ON  
Set powering on time of the time switch and select the model  

of the time switch.  

Input OFF  
Set powering off time of the time switch. The model of the time  

switch is the same as which of the powering on time.  

  
Output Q  

Output of the SCHD. If one set time interval is connected, the  

output will be Status 1. Otherwise it is Status 0.  

The SCHD instruction is a very powerful tool of time switch, and it has 5 formats for  

selection: yearly/ monthly/weekly/ daily/definite day.  

Yearly means circle once a year; monthly means circle once a month;  

Weekly means circle once a week; daily means circle everyday;  

Definite day means execute this function on the definite day and without circle.  

  

Some key points of SCHD£º  

1. In time switches, the set time should be according to the time schedule, such as  

(day style):   
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ON time: AM 8:00 of May.1 2003  

OFF time: PM 5:00 of May.1 2003         Q1  

ON time: AM 9:00 of Oct.01 2003  

OFF time: PM 7:00 of Oct. 01 2003  

The above of time sequence is correct, and the following is not correct:  

ON time: AM 8:00 of May.02 2003  

OFF time: AM 6:00 of May 01 2003         Q1  

ON Time: PM 7:00 of Oct. 01 2003  

OFF time: PM 3:00 of Oct. 01 2003  

2. In the SCHD instruction, if you set ON time and OFF time, then the output will be  

ON between the ON time and OFF time, the output will keep the previous status  

before the ON time, and will become OFF after the OFF time.  

3. Regarding week style and day style, you can set ON time or OFF time. Its output  

will change as follows:  

Preset Condition Time Output Status  

Before the ON Time Keep the Previous Status  

Only ON Time Set  

At or After the ON TimeON   

Before the OFF Time Keep the Previous Status  

Only OFF Time Set  

At or After the OFF TimeOFF  

4. Whichever function you selected of the Clock switch, you should list the time as  

the time sequence of the same day. For example:  

Day style:  

AM 8:00 May 1 2003 ON  

AM 12:00 May 01 2003 OFF        This order is correct  

PM 1:00 May 01 2003 ON  

PM 5:00 May 01 2003 OFF  

Monthly style£º  

10:00 AM of Each June 01 ON  

11:00 AM of each June 01 OFF       This order is wrong, and the output  

8:00 AM of each June 01 ON        will become OFF from 10:00 to 11:00  

9:00 AM of each June 01 OFF  

Week style:  

Monday   9£º00 ON  

11£º00 OFF     This order is correct  

Monday  15£º00 ON  

18£º00 OFF  

  

Monday   9£º00 ON  

11£º00 OFF      This order is wrong, and the output   

Monday   6£º30 ON       will be OFF from 9:00 to 11:00  

8£º30 OFF  

Note¡GThis phenomenon is called last instruction priority proposal.   
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3.2.12 TSEQ (Time Sequence)  

Line diagram/ Symbol in SR Pin Description  

TRG Input  

There are totally 8 output points (Output 0-7) in the  

TSEQ function block. And the Output 0 retains the state  

ON and is not limited by the Input R. While other  

outputs (Output 1-7) will output the ON state in time  

sequence one by one and will be reset controlled by Input  

R. TRG is activated signal of this instruction.  

R Input   
R is reset signal of this instruction, will let the output  

(Output 1-7) become 0.  

  

Q Output  
Time sequence output, and it has 7 selectable outputs, it  

can offer 7 outputs statuses at the same time.  

The function of the time sequence is as follows.  

  

Fig. 3.7  

When you select a TSEQ instruction in the program and double click it, it will  

display as above figure. And at this time you can select the output points. If you select  

Output 3, Output 2 will be selected automatically, the same way for Output 4, Output  

5……Output 7. It means that if you select the behind one, then all the previous ones  

will be selected automatically. And you can set the ON time for this output after TRG  

being ON, and the time unit can be selected as second, minute, hour.  

In above figure, when the TRG become 1, then 7 outputs will become 1 one by  

one. It means: First second, OUTPUT 1 become 1, then 2nd second, OUTPUT 2 will  

become 1, and so on, till the OUTPUT 7 become 1 in the 7th second, then it will stop.  

And the output loop will start again when there is a reset signal 1 was received on R.  

Note£ºThe Output 0 will be in ON state all the time no matter the Input TRG is  

ON or OFF. It is forbidden for the user to change.  
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3.2.13 SSEQ (Step Sequence)  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  

Pin Description  

TRG Input  

There are totally 8 output points (Output 0-7) in the SSEQ  

function block. Among them Output 1-7 will output the  

ON state in time sequence one by one. This function block  

is activated by TRG signal.  

R Input  Reset signal will let the outputs become OFF state.  

  

Q Output  
There are 6 outputs can be selected, and this instruction  

can offer 6 status outputs (Output 2-7).  

The function of SSEQ is as follows£º  

  

Fig. 3.8  

When you select a SSEQ instruction in the program and double click it, it will  

display as above figure. At this time you can select the output points. If you select  

Output 3, output 2 will be selected automatically, the same way for output 4, output  

5…output 8. It means that if you select the behind one, then the previous one will be  

selected automatically.   

As shown in Fig. 3.8, every time when TRG has a pulse, it will make one  

output become 1. And when all the selected outputs are ON. The next TRG pulse will  

make all the selected output be OFF one by one in turn. But Output 0 will retain the  

ON state. Then the loop will start again.  

Note£ºThe Output 0 and Output 1 is fixed and are forbidden to change by the  

users.  
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3.2.14 HOUR  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  

Pin Description  

Input INC  
When INC was activated, the system time will increase 1  

hour automatically.  

 DEC Input When DEC was activated, the system time will decrease 1  

hour automatically.  

  

Function Description:   

       When there is a high potential on INC, the system time will increase 1 hour  

automatically, when there is a high potential on DEC, the system time will decrease 1  

hour automatically.  

  

3.2.15 Explanation to Property Pin (The property pin of TOND, TOFD, BLNK,  

MTOD, PONS, UDCT, CMPR function blocks)  

There is an output pin defined as the property pin in the TOND, TOFD,  

BLNK, MTOD, PONS, UDCT, CMPR function blocks. And also one output pin of  

SLCD is also defined as the property pin.  

Meanings of Property Pin:   

Property pin can only be connected with other property pins. After  

connection, it will transfer the time/counter/analog and so on parameters the SLCD.  

When SR-HMI is used, it will display the parameters of the function block according  

to the relationship of the property pins.  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.9  

As shown in Fig. 3.9, when HMI is turned to L:0 page, the set time of B0 and  

the current time will be displayed.  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.10  

As shown in Fig. 3.10, when the output pin of B0 is high, HMI will show L:0  

page automatically and display the set time of B0 and the current time.  
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 Fig. 3.11  

As shown in Fig. 3.11, coz’ the property pin is shelled when SLCD is set.  

And the property pin of B0 is empty. And when the output pin of B0 is high, HMI will  

show L:0 page automatically. But it will not show the parameters of B0.  

Note£ºFor more information about property pin, please refer to Chapter IV.  

  

3.3 Input & Output Blocks  

There are 8 Input & Output function blocks in total as list in the following table.  

Table 2: Input & Output Function Blocks  

Block Graphic Function  

IN   
One IN point is correspond to  

one input terminal of SR.  

OUT   
One OUT point is correspond  

to one output terminal of SR.  

RCI   

The function key of remote  

module.  

DOUT   

To dial the set telephone and  

then play the set message.  

D-IN   

The function block to dial the  

telephone and check the  

alarming message.  

PMSG  To play the set message.  

CONT   

To program assistant. When  

wiring, the line connects the  

two points of the same code  

and different directions.  

SLCD   

To edit the HMI, each SLC has  

its correspondent HMI page.  

  

3.3.1 IN  

The symbol in SR is as follows:  

Symbol in SR Function Explanation  

 Input Pin One IN point is correspond to one  

input terminal of SR.  

Function Explanation & Icon:  

One IN point is correspond to one input terminal of SR.  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.12  
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3.3.2 OUT  

The symbol in SR is as follows:  

Symbol in SR Function Explanation  

 Output Pin One OUT point is correspond to one  

output terminal of SR.  

Function Explanation & Icon:  

One OUT point is correspond to one output terminal of SR.  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.13  

  

3.3.3 RCI  

The symbol in SR is as follows:  

Symbol in SR Function Explanation  

 Remote input pin To select the input point of remote  

module and can be anyone of Y01,  

Y02, … Y06. And one RCI remote  

input point is correspondent to one  

of Y01, Y02, … Y06.  

Function Explanation & Icon:  

To select the input point of remote module and can be anyone of Y01, Y02, … Y06.  

And one RCI remote input point is correspondent to one of Y01, Y02, … Y06.  

And the using methods are as follows:  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.14  

  

3.3.4 DOUT (Need to select SR-VPA/VPD to use together)  

Line diagram/  

Symbol in SR  

Function Pin Description  

Input  

TRG  

When TRG is high (ON state), this function block will execute  

dialing out.   

Output  

Q1  

When TRG is high, it’s time to dial out. After dialing  

successfully, the Output Q1 is high and Output Q2 is low. This  

state will remain till the TRG terminal is low and at that time  

Q1 and Q2 are simultaneously placed down.   

  

The voice  

module will  

dial the  

telephone  

to output.  

Output  

Q2  

When TRG is high, it’s time to dial out. If dialing  

unsuccessfully, the Output Q1 is low and Output Q2 is high.  

This state will remain till the TRG terminal is high and at that  

time Q1 and Q2 are simultaneously placed down.  
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Function Description:  

The telephone voice module is to explain the alarming reason by voice through  

telephone or mobile dialing the preset telephone No. Presentation on how to  

implement it is made as follows.  

In the program, when the TRG pin of DOUT instruction was activated by an input, the  

voice module will dial the phone number which set in the DOUT instruction, if there  

is no answer from the telephone, the voice module will wait for the answer according  

the ring time which pre-set, if there is still no answer from the telephone after ringing  

for set times, then the voice will dial the telephone repeatedly according to the set  

dialing times. If there is answer from the dialed telephone then the voice module will  

play the voice messages as the following process.  

1. If there was password, the voice module will play the No.01 message, user should  

enter the correct password, then will hear the set messages.  

A. If the entered password is correct, the voice module will play the No.2  

message, and will play the message which was set in the DOUT module repeatedly  

for 3 times, then the voice module will send a success signal bit to the SR after 20  

seconds, it means that the dialing is successful;  

B. If the entered password is wrong, the voice module will play the NO.03  

message£¬then play the No.01 message repeatedly£¬if the use enter wrong password for  

N times, the voice will stop playing and hang off the telephone. At this time, if all the  

dialing times were dialed, the voice will send a failure signal bit to the SR. Or the  

voice will dial the telephone which was set in the DOUT instruction, till finish dialing  

all the times or dial successfully, if the dialing failed for all the dialing times, the  

voice will send a failure bit to the SR, if the dialing is successful, voice module will  

send a success bit to SR.  

2. If there is no password item, the voice module will play the message which was set  

in the DOUT instruction for 3 times, then will hang off the dialing after 20 seconds  

delay, and send a successful bit to SR.  

When the user answer the telephone which was dialed by a voice module, if the  

user hang off the telephone, then the voice will finish to play the previous  

message, And will hang off after a few seconds delay.  

Note:  

(1). The No.01, No.02, No.03 and No.04 messages are system message, and  

these messages can only be recorded into the voice module by users, and can  

not be played by DOUT instruction.  

(2). When the voice block are dialing a telephone number, if there is a password  

option, then only after the telephone was answered successfully and entered a  

correct password, then the voice will consider it as a successful dialing, and  

voice module will send a successful bit to SR. Or, voice will consider it as a  

failure dialing, and will send a failure bit to SR.  

If there is no password item, then when the telephone was answered, then  

voice module will consider it as a successful dialing, after finishing to play  

the preset message, will send a successful bit to SR. Otherwise it will  

consider it as a failure dialing.   
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 (3). When you use the voice module, you must record messages firstly, and the  

system messages No.01, No.02, No.03 and No.04 have the following  

functions.  

   Message 0: prompt the user press 0 key and listen to the telephone.  

   Message 1: prompt the user to enter the password.  

   Message 2: prompt the user the correct password.  

   Message 3: prompt the user the wrong password and re-enter the password.  

       Message 4: prompt the user the system is running normally and no alarming.  

¡ñ Telephone Alarm  

When the input of DOUT instruction was activated, it will start to dial the preset  

telephone number.  

¡ñ Automatic Dial and Automatic Alarm.   

Examples for the application of SR-VPA /VPD, please refer to Chapter VI.  

Notes: When programming with SR-HMI, the input of the telephone number must be  

ended with “:”. And the characters before “:” is the preset telephone number. And the  

telephone number after “:” is inefficient. And “:” is the mark for the end of the telephone  

number. If there is no “:”, then SR cannot recognize the telephone number.  

  

3.3.5 D-IN (Need to select SR-VPA/VPD to use together)  

Line diagram/ Symbol in  

SR  
Function Pin Description  

  

Telephone  

dials the  

voice  

module to  

input.  

Input  

TRG 

When TRG become 1, will activate D-IN  

instruction, and will play the preset message  

  

Function description:  

1. After D-IN instruction was activated, the voice module will start to play the preset  

messages in D-IN instruction;  

2. According to the different presetting in the D-IN instruction, the voice module has  

the following applications:  

(1). If there is only one D-IN instruction in the user’s program of the SR:  

A£® If there is password protection, voice will play the No.01 message repeatedly,  

after the user enter the correct password, if the entered password is wrong, the  

voice will play the No.03 message, and then continue to play the No.01 message;  

if the entered password is correct, the voice module will play the No.02 message,  

and then play the preset alarm message which was set in the D-IN instruction by  

user for 3 times, after playing 3 times, the voice will stop playing any message.  

Then will hang off the telephone automatically after 20 seconds delay, and go  

back to waiting status;  

B£® When there is no password protection for D-IN instruction, voice module will  

play the preset message which was set in D-IN instruction by user for 3 times,  

after finish playing, the voice module will stop to play any message, and will  
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 hang off the telephone after 20 seconds delay, and go back to waiting status£»  

£¨2£©.When there are more than 1 D-IN instructions in the user’s program of SR:   

A£®If all of the password protection of D-IN was selected, the voice module Will play  

the No.01 message repeatedly, when the user enter the password, If the password  

is wrong, the voice module will play the No.03 message, And then will play the  

No.01 message repeatedly, if the entered password is correct, voice module will  

play the No.02 message, and then play the preset alarm message which was set in  

the D-IN for 3 times, when it finish to play the 3 times, the voice module will  

stop playing any messages, and will hang off the telephone after 20 seconds  

delay. And go back to waiting status.  

B£® If there isn’t any password protection for the D-IN instruction, the voice module  

will play the alarm message which was preset in the D-IN by user for 3 times,  

after 3 times playing, the voice module will stop playing any messages , and will  

hang off the telephone after 20 seconds delay, and then go back to waiting  

status£»   

C£® If there is password protection for some D-IN instructions, and some D-IN  

instructions haven’t password protection, then the voice module will play the  

preset alarm messages that are preset in the D-IN instructions without password  

protection. After playing all the alarm message which haven’t password  

protection, the voice module will play the No.01 message, after the user enter the  

password, if the entered password is wrong, the voice module will play the  

No.03 message, and will continue to play the No.01 message£»if the entered  

password is correct, the voice module will play the No.02 message, then the  

voice module will play the alarm messages which preset in the D-IN instructions  

with password protection, after playing all the alarm messages for all D-IN  

instructions, the voice module will start to play all the alarm messages for 2  

times, at last the voice module will stop playing any message, and hang off after  

20 seconds delay, and go back to waiting status;  

3. When the user dial the telephone number which is connected to the voice module,  

and the D-IN instruction wasn’t activated, then voice will play the No.04 message  

to tell the user that there isn’t any alarm.  

4. When the user hear the voice module, if the user hang off the telephone, then the  

voice module will hang off the telephone automatically after a few seconds delay  

after playing the previous message.  

Note£º  

1. The No.01, No.02, No.03 and No.04 message are system message, and cannot be  

played in D-IN instruction.  

2. When this voice module is used, the related voice messages must be recorded first.  

3. User must record the messages firstly, then can use the voice module No.01,  

No.02, No.03 and No.04 message must be record before using the voice module  

(Please refer the chapter VI to study Recording message of voice module)  

4. Password input must be start as “*”.  
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3.3.6 PMSG (Need to select SR-VPA/VPD to use together)  

Line diagram/  

Symbol in SR  
Function Pin Description  

ON When the ON input becomes 1, the voice module will play all the  

message that preset in this instruction.  

  

Voice Playing  

Function  

Block OFF When OFF input becomes 1, will stop playing the message.   

Notes:   

¡ñ This function is applicable to location where voice prompt is needed.  

  

3.3.6 CONT  

The symbol in SR is as follows:  

Symbol in SR Function Pin Explanation  

Light Pin Input  Contacts  

Right Pin Output  

One OUT point is correspond to  

one output terminal of SR.  

Function Explanation & Icon:  

When wiring, the line connects the two points of the same code and different  

directions. And you can see its function in the following program.  

And the detailed using methods can be referred also in the following program.  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.15  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 3.16  

The above two programs are of the same efficient. In Fig. 3.16, the two C:0 are  

considered as the same point, and then B0 and B1 are connected together. So the  

program function is the same as Fig. 3.15.  
   

3.3.7 SLCD  

The symbol in SR is as follows:  

Symbol in SR Function Pin Explanation  

TRG To edit the HMI, each SLC has its  

correspondent HMI page.  

 Display the  

HMI pages  

P Property Pin  
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 Function Explanation & Icon:  

To edit the HMI, each SLC has its correspondent HMI page.  

Notes:  

The tow input pins of this function block will be displayed or hided according to your  

choice. The first input pin is the trigger. When TRG is high, the page will be displayed  

on the top of HMI.   

The second input pin is the property pin, which can be connected to the timer, counter  

function blocks and will display the property of the these function blocks.  
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Chapter IV Instruction of HMI Module  

  

4.1 The difference between LCD message of SR and the traditional LCD message  

In traditional LCD, it can only display some fixed and simple message such  

as time, I/O status etc. It cannot display the counter value, timer value and analogue  

value. And all the LCD message screens is set and programmed by the program  

engineer, so users cannot change, add, or remove any message screen. And the  

operation of the traditional LCD message screen is not easy to use for the end user.  

Regarding the above shortcomings of the traditional HMI module, we have  

adopted a new method to develop the SR, and offer to user a free, and easily LCD  

instruction, the powerful function of the LCD is as follows:  

1. Providing 64 Human-Machine Interfaces  

When using SUPER CAD, users can add HMI according to the demand no more than  

64. And the non-alarming interfaces can be seen on LCD panel.  

  

  

         

Fig. 4.1  

  

2. Providing Several HMI Module  

When you add an HMI, the system will create a referring module screen according to  

the connection relation, so user just need to make some minor changes on the HMI,  

for example as follows:  

Note: B0 block is a CMPR instruction, and it has an SLCD as L:0, connect the under  

output leg of B0 to the under leg of L:0,  

   

  

Double click the L:0, it will create the following left screen.  

  

             

         Created screen automatically               After minor change  

Fig. 4.2  

Use the up/down  

moving key to see  

Message screen and function screen  

will change to each other by  

pressing the right/left moving key  
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3. Direct, Clear & Simple Connecting Relationship  

User only need to link the LCD with the function block, then all the message shown  

on LCD will be related to the connected instruction. For example as follows:  

Note: Set the parameter of B0 as follows:         

  

                       

Fig. 4.3  

  

The LCD will display the actual value and parameter value of B0.  

  

  

  

                       

  

  

  

  

Fig. 4.4 Actual Value & Parameter of the Running  

  

                                                                                      

4. Alarm triggering function.   

When the output of the previous instruction is 1, it can activate the linked alarm LCD (L0),  

and the alarm message will be displayed to user.  

The trigger method is as follows:  

  

  

  

  

                     

All function blocks with output can trigger the HMI. 

Parameterof B0 can be changed by  

the keys on LCD any time.  

Actual Value  
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Fig. 4.5  

  

5. Providing 32 function keys  

These function keys are the same work with In (Input I0-In), equal to soft switch. On  

When IA1 become 1 status, then the LCD will  

display the alarm message and indicate the water  

lever value.  

All function blocks with output can trigger the HMI. 
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LCD, all the function keys can be defined and provided with explanations. In SUPER  

CAD, 8 pages of function keys are provided and each page has four function keys.  

  

         

Fig. 4.6  

  

6. We can order message screen pages very easily. When you edit a lot of LCD  

message screens, and they have the different priority, so we can use order them  

according to its priority, the more important one should be displayed more previous  

than the not important one by their sequence, and you can use the page up and page  

down to view all the message pages. See the following figure, and you can click each  

message screen, and move it to any place.  

               

Fig. 4.7  

  

7. With Special Characters Function  

There are some fixed special characters in the LCD. These characters can represent  

some standard ASCII code. You can select these special characters when you cannot  

type them in the windows system. It is very easy to use for the user. There are  

following special characters in its software.  

  

                     

Fig. 4.8  
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Notes: In one LCD interface, only one special character can be added.  

4.2 Application Examples of HMI  

Note£º This is a water supply system.  

1£® The water supply system diagram is as follows:   

 Fig. 4.9  

  

2. Description  

a. We use a SR-12MRD to compare the Pressure 1 and 7V, if P1<7v, then  

start the pump #1; if P1<3v, then start the pump #2; if P1<1v for more than 5  

minutes, then start the voice alarm. Connect P1 to I0(I0¡XI7) are analog input)  

b. SA is a Manual/Auto switch£¬connected to I4 and I5.  

c. When you choose SA as manual operation, there are two function keys in  

the program, V: AF1 will control the pump #1, and V: AF2 will control  

pump #2.   

d. When you choose SA as Auto operation, the pressure comparing  

instructions B0, B1 and B6 will work; the parameters of B0, B1 and B6 are  

as follows:  

  

  

  

  

B0  

B1  
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Fig. 4.10  

  

B0 will control the pump #1, B1 will control the pump #2, and B6 will control the  

voice alarm message to alarm.  

e. The logic control program of SR-12MRDC is as follows:  

  

Fig. 4.11  

f. Edit the LCD message screen. There are total 7 message screens in this  

example, descript as follows:  

            

B6  

Displaying the time  

and date of the system. 
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Start HMI of Pump #1. 

Start HMI of Pump #2. 

HMI of parameter of  

time delay on  

The HMI when  

alarming  

Set the HMI of trigger  

alarm parameter.  
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Fig. 4.12  

4.3 Editing of the HMI  

Note:  There is a LCD display on the hardware of SR, and the LCD can display the  

system messages, alarm messages, RUN/STOP status, I/O status, parameter changes  

and function keys. All the messages can be edited by users according to his  

requirements.  

  

LCD message screen can be divided into 3 types:  

a. System message: display system time, I/O status, and function keys.  

b. Parameter message: display the value and pre-set parameter of Counter,  

Timer and an Analog  

c. Alarm message: the alarm message, which will be displayed on the LCD  

after activated.  

1) Edit the system message:  

Start SUPER CAD and create a new file as follows:  

  

Fig. 4.13  

  

SLCD is  

used to edit  

message  

screens  

HMI of Input and  

Output  
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Choose the SLCD, and put it to the edit window, a SLCD set up window will appear  

as follows:  

  

Fig. 4.14  

¢Ù. Edit a system time message screen in the program, the operation is as follows:  

Take a SLCD instruction to the edit window as the following figure:  

  

Fig. 4.15  

The message screen  

which will be  

displayed   

The words  

can be  

changed  

Insert text  

Insert special 

characters  

Ordering screens  

Function keys  

Set password  

Message  

screen types  

selecting  
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Choose “User selectable (Upper input not connected)”  

And choose “Data Source Option (Lower input not connected)”  

And choose “Time/Date Screen”, then the message screen will appear as follows:  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 4.16  

  

Double click “CUR TIME” or “CUR DATE” to modify them as you wanted.  

Double click “CUR TIME” to enter the modifying dialog box as follows:  

  

Fig. 4.17  

  

Type “TIME IS:” and press “Enter”, the modified words description is as follows:  

  

Fig. 4.18  

  

Click “OK” to finish the setting of the time/Date. In run status, the second line will  

indicate the real time, and the forth line will indicate the Year/Month/Date.   

  

¢Ú I/O status message screen  

Take a SLCD instruction to the edit window and choose the selectable items as  

follows:  

The words on the green lines can be changed Double Click to Modify 
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Choose “User selectable (Upper input not connected)” And choose “Data Source  

Option (Lower input not connected)” And choose “Super Relay Input/Output values  

Screen”, the message screen will appear as follows:  

 Fig. 4.19  

  

Double click  , to choose the group of I/O, see following figure:  

We divided the I/O into 8 groups, because the SR I/O can be extended to 74I/48O,  

and each LCD line can only display 10 points at the most.  

  

Fig. 4.20  

  

Select INPUTB, the modified message screen will appear as follows:  

Modifiable 
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Fig. 4.21  

  

¢ÛEdit a alarm message screen.  

Alarm messages screen will be activated by a connected instruction, when the  

condition is satisfied, the alarm message will appear on the LCD:  

There are 2 kinds of alarm message screens; the relative selectable items are as  

following two figures:  

          

  

  

  

Fig. 4.22  

  

On the other hand, their link mode is not the same, they are as follows two figure:  

a. Will not display the current value:  

  

  

b. Will display the current value  

   

Or  

Modified automatically  

Difference  
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Fig. 4.23  

  

The related instructions are: TOND, TOFD, SPBL, BLNK, TMOD, UDCT, PONS,  

CMPR, CT CMPR.  

  

¢Ü Edit a parameter message screen.  

User can change the preset of the parameter on this kind of message screen by the  

panel keys on the SR.  

Take a SLCD instruction to the edit window and choose the selectable items as  

follows:  

Choose “User selectable (Upper input not connected)”   

And choose “Data Source Option (Lower input connected)”  

The dialogue box is as follows:  

  

    Fig. 4.24  

  

This message screen will display two values, one is current value, and the other is  

preset value.  

User can change the description words on each line of the LCD screen.  

The related connected instructions are: TOND, TOFD, SPBL, BLNK, TMOD, UDCT,  

PONS, CMPR, CT CMPR.  

Note:  

TOND, TOFD, SPBL, BLNK, TMOD, UDCT, PONS, CMPR, CT CMPR can have  

two different message screens such as following program:  

L: 6 displays the parameter setup, L:3 displays the alarming information.  
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Fig. 4.25  

  

There are 2 kinds of set method for presetting the value of CMPR:  

1) One kind is that it only has 1 leg need to be compared (including two conditions):  

(1) Lower leg connected to an input for comparing to a fixed value, see  

following figure.  

       

  

Fig. 4.26  

  

(2) Upper leg connected to an input for comparing to a fixed value, see  

following figure   

    

Fig. 4.27  

  

2) Two leg are connected to inputs for comparing each other  
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Fig. 4.28  

  

¢Ý Order message screens  

When you edited a lot of message screens, you need to order them and let the more  

important one be displayed more previously. You just need to click, the ordering  

dialogue box will appear as follows:  

  

Fig. 4.29  

  

User can move each message screen to any place by clicking and moving it, such as  

place L:2 to the first place, just need to click and move L:2 to the place of L:1, then  

L:1 will go to the second place automatically, it is very easy to use.  
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Fig. 4.30  

  

4.4 Instruction of Virtual Keys  

In the Super Relay Logic software, we have defined 32 function keys in 8 pages  

(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H),each page has 4 function keys (F1¡XF4), when a function keys  

was activated, it will offer a high or low potential (1 or 0 status) output, and this  

output can be used as an input for any other instructions to act as a switch function.  

User can select the function key group from group A to group H, and then select a key  

from F1 to F4 in the following figure:   

  

Fig. 4.31  

  

After selected the selectable items, the following dialogue box will appear, and you  

Select function keys  
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can name the function key (or give some description for the function key), and you  

can set the password protection for the function key. At last, click OK to finish the  

definition of a function.  

  

Fig. 4.32  

  

Such as typing “Run fan” into the blank of  , and press “Enter” to  

finish the setting. It will display as:  

  

Fig. 4.33  

  

If you want to modify the description, just need to double click “F2:Run fan”, then  

type the new words in the blank of  , and then press “Enter”.  

Then press “OK”, the function will displayed in the edit window as follows:  

      

Fig. 4.34  

  

The function can be acted as an input to any other instructions. Such as:  

Enter the description of the  

function key (7 characters at  

the most)  
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Fig. 4.35  

4.5 Set password  

There is a password protection option in SLCD dialogue box, you can choose  

according to your need.  

  

Fig. 4.36  

  

Click and choose “LCD change Data password protection”, and “Edit” will be  

activated, you can change a new password.  

  

Fig. 4.37  

  

Click ¡§Edit¡¨, enter the 4 Characters password(0¡X9), then press ¡§Enter¡¨ to  

confirm, see following figure.  
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Fig. 4.38  

  

4.6 Instruction of Help in LCD Software  

There is”Help” button in the dialogue box of Setup LCD Screen, click to select the  

help function, the following figure will appear.  

  

Fig. 4.39  

  

User can use this help function to view and study all the function and operation of the  

SLCD.  

  

4.7 Instruction of SR-HMI  

After powering on HMI, it must to check if the interface in HMI mates with the  

program in the main machine. If not, HMI will display the following message to  

prompt users. And now users should use SUPER CAD to re-write the program.  

  

  

  

Fig. 40  
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If the program is mated and the main machine is running, the LCD displaying main  

interface will be as follows:  

In SUPER CAD, this interface cannot be used to program and it is fixed as the first  

page of the parameter windows.  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 4.41  

  

Users can switch the parameter window and the function window by the   

“¡û” and “¡ú” keys.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 4.42  

  

  

  

  

4.7 Instruction of SR-HMI  

     4.7.1 Changing Method of the System Time  

     4.7.2 To Modify the Parameter of the Counter  

     4.7.3 To Modify the Parameter of the Timer  

     4.7.4 To Modify the Parameter of the Analog  

     4.7.5 Use of the Function Keys  

     7.7.6 Switching of the Machine Running and the Stop State  

4.8 Meanings and Handling Methods of the Error Information on the SR-HMI  
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Chapter V Voice Module  

  

Voice alarm function, telephone control function and dialing automatically  

function are very important functions of SR. To realize these functions, we should  

match SR with the SR-VP voice module. Voice module blocks have two types:  

SR-VPA (AC Type), SR-VPD (DC Type).  

  

5.1 Structure of Voice Module  

  

Fig. 5.1 Structure of SR-VP Series Voice Module  

1. Connecting port between voice module and the machine  

2. Connecting port between voice module and communication cable  

3. MIC (Users may record through this place when recording off-line or through the  

front panel.)  

4. SR (Speaker broadcasting interface which the voice module self-carrying)  

5. Voice module on-line recording audio input port  

6. Socket of telephone crystal plug  

7. Indicator of the power and recording of the voice module (It will be on green  

when the voice module is powered on-power indicator. It will be on red when the  

voice module begins recording-recording indicator. When recording, users must  

wait till the recording indicator is lighted and stop when it is off. Otherwise the  

voice can’t be recorded.)  

8. Power input (AC or DC) (100-240VAC), (12-24VDC)  

9. Audio output port (to be connected with the acoustics)   

  

5.2 Connection between Voice Module and SR  

SR-VP type voice module can be connected with the SR series machines  

through SR-CB. Pay attention that only the machines of the same type can be  

connected together. That is to say that SR-VPA, AC type, can only be connected with  

AC type machine and SR-VPD, the DC type, can only be connected with DC type  
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machine. Insert the telephone crystal head into the “TO TEL” socket. Insert one head  

of the audio wire into the audio input port of the voice module (5 of Fig. 5.1) and  

connect the other head with the audio output of the PC. And connect the voice module  

and PC by the SR-CP.   

1. Connection between SR-12MRAC and SR-VPA (AC type)  

  

Fig. 5.2 Connection between SR-12MRAC and SR-VPA  

  

2. Connection between SR-12MRDC and SR-VPD (DC type)  
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Fig. 5.3 Connection between SR-12MRDC and SR-VPD  

  

  Notes:    

1. Telephone wire is two-core wire.  

2. Insert the telephone crystal head into the “TO TEL” socket.  

3. Remote control module can be flying connected with voice module to realize the  

wireless control to the voice module.   

  

5.3 Operation Instruction of the Voice Module  

1. The first five sections (section 0, section 1, section 2, section 3, section 4) are  

for the voice system, users cannot record the five sections randomly.  

2. Section 5 to section 99 of the voice module are the voice sections when users  

programming and can be used randomly. However, users must start recording  

from section 0 while the functions of section 0 to section 4 are fixed by the  

system.  

Functions from section 0 to section 4 are as shown in the follows:   

Section 0: When dialing out through the “D_OUT” module, it will broadcast  

this section “Please enter No. 0 key and receive the information”.  

(When recording, users must record this voice contents “Please enter No.  

0 key and receive the information”.)  

Section 1: is the prompt voice for confirming the user status. It will be  

broadcast when SR system number has been dialed. Normal broadcasting  

can be carried out with this section.  

Section 2: is the prompt voice for the correct password. It will be broadcast  

when the correct password is used. Normal broadcasting can be carried out  

with this section.  

Section 3: is the prompt voice for the wrong password. It will be broadcast  

when the wrong password is used. Normal broadcasting can be carried out  

with this section.  

Section 4: is the prompt voice for dialing to an external telephone. It will be  

broadcast when SR dials an external telephone. Normal broadcasting can  

be carried out with this section.  

3. Usage of the five special sections  

For example: users can use the five message sections as follows:  

Step I:   

Record section 0 as Please enter No. 0 key and receive the  

information.  

Record section 1 as Please enter the password for confirmation.  

Record section 2 as Correct password. Please enter the control code  

to control.  

Record section 3 as Wrong password. Please re-enter.  

Record section 4 as Emergency. Please enter the password to control.  

Record Section 5 as Emergency. Gas leakage.  

Step II:   

   When a user dials external telephone, SR will answer the telephone  
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automatically and broadcast-Please enter the password for confirmation, then the  

user enter the SR password.  

A. If the entered password is correct, SR will then broadcast-Correct password.  

Please enter the control code to control. Then the user can control the  

equipment by the use of the telephone.  

B. If the entered password is not correct, the SR will broadcast-Wrong password.  

Please re-enter. Then the system will repeatedly broadcast-Please enter the  

password for confirmation.  

Step III:  

   When SR dials an external telephone number, it will broadcast the pre-set  

message such as section 5-Emergency. Gas leakage. Together with section  

4-Emergency. Please enter the password to control.  

A. When the user enters the correct password, the voice system will broadcast  

section 2-Correct password. Please enter the control code to control and then  

repeatedly broadcast section 5-Emergency. Gas leakage. At this time the user  

can real-time control the equipment by the use of the telephone.  

B. When the user enters a wrong password, the voice system will broadcast section  

3-Wrong password. Please re-enter. And then it will broadcast section 4 and  

section 5 repeatedly.    

 Notes:  

1. SR dialing an external telephone, if there is no answer or a password is not  

input within 40 seconds of the connection, the SR voice system will stop  

dialing and cease to broadcast the voice message. The SR voice system will  

then redial automatically every 40 seconds.  

2. User must enter a * before entering the password. The broadcasting will  

then stop and the user should enter a four-digit password within 9 seconds.  

If the user fails to enter the password, the SR voice system will rebroadcast  

the prompt voice. The user must then enter * first and then enter the  

password. If the user needs to enter the password again the procedure needs  

to be repeated. That is to say that every time user entering the password, he  

must enter a * first and enter a four-digit password within 9 seconds after  

the stop of the voice.   

3. When the user has entered the correct password, the voice system will  

broadcast section 2-Correct password. Please enter the control code to  

control and then the user can do the following operation. If the password is  

wrong, the voice system will broadcast section 3-Wrong password. Please  

re-enter. The user can only enter the wrong password three times. If the user  

enters the wrong password for the fourth time, SR will hang up the  

telephone and stop broadcasting. And the system will then return to the  

main system. If the alarm status still exists, the voice system will dial  

automatically, for alarm purposes, every 40 seconds.  

4. When the alarm status exists, SR voice module will broadcast the alarm  

voice repeatedly. It can be stopped by the use of the control function within  

the program.  

5. After SR voice module has dialed if the user does not switch-off the alarm  

ON/OFF switch via the anti-control function i.e., the status of alarm is not  
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eliminated, the voice module will dial, for alarm purpose, automatically  

every 40 seconds.  

While recording, user must delete all the voice once the first time using the  

voice module before using. Otherwise the recorded voice may lose. As to the  

recorded voice messages, user may delete or modify randomly the voice  

message in them. And it has no effect on the other voice messages. As for the  

details, it is explained in the voice recording explanation.  

  

5.4 Examples of Voice Module  

Preparations:  

1. Well connect the voice module and the related equipments according to the  

demands.  

2. Record message. (The first five messages need to be recorded as the rules and the  

othe4r messages can be recorded according to the contents.)  

Message 0: Press key #0 and listen to the message.  

Message 1: Please enter the password.  

Message 2: Correct password.  

Message 3: Wrong password. Please re-enter.  

Message 4: Run normal. No alarming.  

Message 5: The door is not well closed. Please handle emergently.  

Message 6: Thief. Please catch. Address: No. 26, HePing Road.  

3. Set the telephone.  

¢Ù Set the voice module connect with the telephone number 1234567.  

¢Ú Set the first telephone No. 3456789.  

   Set the second telephone No. 8024912.  

¢Û Set the alarm telephone No. 110.  

  

Example 1  

Check if SR system run normal and learn related information. Coz’ the user himself  

check the system, the password is set. Only the password is correct, the system  

information can be learned. So when programming and recording, the password  

options need to be selected.  

When programming, requirements are as follows:  

¢Ù Correct password.  

¢Ú Set related function block.  

  

Program is as follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

Set the function block D-IN  

(As the right diagram.)  

Fig. 5.4                        Fig. 5.5  
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Actual Demonstration:  

¢Ù Dial the telephone No. 1234567 of the voice module via telephone or mobile.  

¢Ú It will play Message 1 “Please enter the password.”  

¢Û Enter the preset password via the telephone keys.  

A. Correct password.  

It will play Message 2 “Correct password.” If IA0 is not triggered, it will play  

Message 4 “Run normally. No alarm.” After playing, if user doesn’t hang up the  

telephone, it will play Message 4 repeatedly. After Message 4 is played N times,  

no matter the user hangs up the call or not, the voice module will hang up the call  

automatically and return to the main system and wait for the next operation.  

(The value of N can se set by PC software. And the default is 5. 2=<N<=5.)  

B. Wrong password.  

It will play Message 3 “Wrong password. Please re-enter.” and then Message 1  

“Please enter the password.”  

  

Example 2  

SR system detects there is something abnormal and prompt the user. Under this  

situation, the voice module is needed to set password to avoid the stranger knowing  

the prompting contents. If the door is not closed well and the preset telephone in the  

voice module is a public telephone, it is obvious that password must be entered first to  

know if the door is closed or not. Otherwise stranger will know that the door is not  

closed and something strange will happen.  

  

Program is as follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 5.6  

  

The set diagrams of DOUT function block are as follows:  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Fig. 5.7 Set Diagram of B0          Fig. 5.8 Set Diagram of B1  

  

Actual Demonstration:  

¢Ù SR system detects that the door is not well closed. (IA0 connected to the switch  

testing the switch of the door.) IA0 is triggered and B0 is activated by IA0. Then  

the voice module will dial 3456789 the preset telephone of B0.  

¢Ú When the user picks up the telephone, he will hear that “Please press Key #0 and  
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listen to the message.”  

When the user presses Key #0, it will play Message 1 “Please enter the password.”  

Notes:  

When set B0, the password option must be selected. And the voice module will play  

Message 1, otherwise the voice module will directly play the selected message after  

the pressing of Key #0. In this example, Message 5 is selected.  

A. Wrong password.  

The voice module will play Message 3 “Wrong password. Please re-enter.” And  

then Message 1 “Please enter the password.”   

B. Correct password.  

The voice module will play Message 2 “Correct password.” and then Message 5  

“The door is not well closed. Please handle emergently.” Repeatedly for N times  

till the user hang up the telephone or N times are finished. And then the voice  

module will hang up the telephone, stop playing messages and return to wait for  

other works.  

(The value of N can se set by PC software. And the default is 5. 2=<N<=5.)  

In this example, when the voice module dials the preset telephone, if the user doesn’t  

pick up the telephone, the voice module will ring for times that user has set. And then  

it will hang up the telephone. Also the voice module will redial the telephone for  

times that user has set. If the user still doesn’t pick up the telephone. The voice  

module will dial another telephone number set in B1. The method is the same as  

dialing the telephone of B0. If the user picks up the telephone, it will run as Step 1  

and Step 2 as above. Otherwise the voice module will return a failure to activate QA2.  

  

Example 3  

If thief happens at home, it will be time to dial 110 to alarm. Under this situation, it is  

obvious that it cannot ask the police to enter the password. But if the telephone is  

connected, the voice module will play the related message. So when set DOUT  

function block, Message 6 must be selected and password option cannot be selected.  

  

Actual Demonstration:  

If SR system detects the thief, it will dial the alarming telephone “110” immediately  

and will play Message 0 “Please press Key #0 and listen the information.” The police  

pick up the telephone and press Key #0. The voice module will play “Thief. Please  

catch him. Address: No. 26, HePing Road.” And it explains the reason of alarming  

and tells the address of alarming. It is good for action.  

  

5.5 Explanation to Voice Software  

Recording through the software:  

Recording software is to record to the voice module via PC. And playing,  

saving the voice message, recording and playing online, password setup and  

information printing can all be realized through the software. Using the software to  

recording to the voice module, it is needed to record and save the recorded messages  

in PC through the software. And then write each voice message into the voice module  

via the communication cable. First it is need to learn how to use the recording  
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software and then it is possible to correctly record to the voice module.   

In the following we will introduce the recording software in details:   

Start Software Super CAD and then click ¡°Option | Sound Record¡± to  

enter the main interface:  

  

Fig. 5.9 PC Recording Main Interface  

  

Function Explanation:  

1£®Newly build a voice information file  

Select ¡° ¡±button, the following blank table will be displayed.  

  

Fig. 5.10 Voice File Selection Dialogue Frame  

2£®Save File: Select button   and save the selected voice message. Enter the new  

file name.  

3£®Open File: Select button   and select one existed voice file.  

4£®Print Information List: Select button  .  

5£®PC Voice Play: Select the playing voice message in   and  

File selection button  

Set Information  

Index Selection 
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then select button  .  

6£®Volume Adjust:  

                                             

Fig. 5.11 Volume Adjust  

7£®PC Recording Procedure  

Select button   and enter into the following interface:  

  

Fig. 5.12 Recording Dialogue Frame  

7.1 Select file saving folder: Select button   and select the saving folder.  

7.2 Record voice message file name: Enter the file name on the right of  

FileName.  

7.3 Record: Select   and start recording from MIC. (Notes: Length of  

recording is 15 seconds.)  

7.4 Select   and start to record this section message.  

8£® Select online: Select button   and connect PC and voice module, SR         

machine. If being successful, the following prompting dialogue frame will be  

displayed. At the same time the green indicator (Online) will flash without stopping.  

(Notes: Voice module must be connected well with SR machine and the power.)   

  

Fig. 5.13 Successful Connection between PC, Voice Module and Machine  

Dialogue Frame  

Notes: The following functions can only be displayed and operated only after  

successful connection to  .  

Adjust the Recording Volume  

Select File Saving Folder  

Set Voice Message File Name 

PC Volume Adjust  
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9£® Memory Indicator:   indicates the occupied  

memory of the voice message of the voice module.  

10£® Voice Message Selection: Select broadcasting or writing voice message via  

.  

11£® Play: Click button   and start broadcast the voice module message.  

12£® PC downloads the voice to the voice module: Select button   and  

write    the selected message into the voice module.   

If the relative voice file of the selected section doesn’t exist, this function  

button is forbidden to use. It must select the voice file first. The length of the voice  

file is 1-15 seconds, otherwise it is regarded ineffective.   

13£® Batch download voice. Select button   and then select all the voice  

sections need to be written into the voice module. As shown in the following diagram:   

  

Fig. 5.14 Batch Writing Voice Sections Selection Dialogue Frame  

Click the line and select the needed download voice messages. If needed, list the  

value of the REWRITE line be TRUE, otherwise being FALSE. After selecting click  

button START and download the message. If download successfully, the listed value  

of the STATE is OK.   

14£® Set users’ password’: First enter the password (being 4 digit) and then      

click button  .  

15£® Set audio tone: Select button . It will display audio tone set dialogue  

frame as the following.  
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Fig. 5.15 Voice Tone Setup Dialogue Frame  

System parameter set includes: Volume, Audio Tone & Speaker Type. After  

setting the specification values, if needed, select “Download” selection frame to  

download.  

  

16£® Clean out all voice message: To select button   will clean out all the voice  

sections in the voice module.  

17£® Delete voice section: Select the deleting section and then select button   to  

delete.  

18£® State Indicator: Indicate the current state  

   

5.6 Examples of Voice Module Software  

  

5.7 Recording Voice Section  

After learning the recording software, it may record to the voice module via  

this software. In the following, we will introduce how to record series of voice  

sections into the voice module in details.  

Notes:   

First time using voice module, deleting all the voice sections once. Later users may  

directly record every time. No need to delete all the voice sections.  

Before recording, equip your PC with voice card and a microphone, otherwise the  

recording can’t be carried out. Connect the wire as the following diagram:  
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Fig. 23

Fig. 5.22 Wiring Diagram of Voice Module Recording  

  

                     

                 Fig. 24                        Fig. 25  

Fig. 23: Free audio wire accessory, to connect the voice audio input and PC audio  

output.  

Fig. 24: SR-CB, to connect the machine and the voice module and so on.  

Fig. 25: SR-CP Cable, the private connecting wire with PC series port.  

Recording Operation Procedures:  

1. Connect telephone, voice module and SR machine rightly as the following  

diagram.  

2. Connect the power of the voice module and SR (Notes: Non-connecting of the  

power now).  

3. Connect it with PC series port via SR-PC.  

4. Connect audio input of the voice module and audio output of PC via audio wire.  

5. Confirm no failure of the connection and then power on. (Notes: Only machines  

of the same type can be connected together.)  

6. Start Super CAD software and newly build a file and open relative series ports.  

7. Start Super CAD software and click “Option | Sound Record” to enter the  

recording main interface as shown in Fig. 5.4.  

8. Click button   in Fig. 5.4. The dialogue frame as shown in Fig. 5.7 will be  

displayed.  

9. Click button   in Fig. 5.7 and start to record. Length of the recording voice  

message is better no longer than 15 seconds. (When recording, it is need to insert  
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the microphone into the microphone input terminal of the PC voice card.)  

10. After recording this section, save it into the directed folder of the PC.  

11. Record the second section till all the voice sections needed to be written into the  

voice module is completely recorded.  

12. Then begin to write all the recorded sections into the voice module. Click  

 and connect successful. If it is the first time to record to the voice  

module, click button   and delete all the sections. If it is not the first time to  

record, directly do the next operations.  

13. Select the relative voice message in Fig. 5.5 voice file selection dialogue frame  

and open the voice message files that needed to write in. In  

 select the voice section that need to be written in and then  

click button  . Then this voice message will be written into the voice  

module. As shown in the following diagram:  

  

  

Fig. 5.26 Select the Message No.   

  

  

Notes: (1) Open section 0 message that needed to write in ¡°Meg#0¡± and open  

section 1 message that needed to write in ¡°Meg#1¡±. The rest may be  

deduced by analogy.  

      (2) If selected file is not under the current directory, it will be copy to current  

directory automatically. Thus it is easily to manage.  

(3) The defaulted director is£º\…\Sound. Generally it is no need to change.  

 14. If you want to write all the voice sections into the voice module once, click  

button   first and then click button   after connecting successfully.  

The batch writing in voice sections selection dialogue frame is SRing out. Select  

relative voice section and then click button ¡°Start¡±, thus all the voice section will be  

written into the voice module in turns.  

  

Section 0 Message  

Message 1  
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Chapter VI Remote control and extension function  

  

6.1 Remote control function  

The remote control function is to use a wireless transmitter and a receiver to  

control the ON/OFF status of outputs of SR. There are 6 remote control points on the  

transmitter£ºY1¡¢Y2¡¢Y3¡¢Y4¡¢Y5¡¢Y6¡£The remote control distance can reach 100 m. And  

this is a very outstanding feature of SR.  

  

6.1.1 Structure of receiver and transmitter  

The remote control system needs to use together with the SR main machine. It can  

be divided into receiver part and transmitter part.  

Their structure is as following:  

  

  

Fig6.1 Remote control system  

1. The interface to SR or Voice module.  

2. The communication port to connect receiver to Computer or next extension module.  

3. The antenna of receiver  

4. The power terminals of receiver (AC100-240V or DC12-24V).  

5. Power indicator  

6. SR-TC transmitter.  

  

6.1.2 The connection method between receiver and SR or Voice module.  

There are 2 types of receiver module, SR-RCA (AC type) and SR-RCD (DC type), the  

receiver can be connected to the same type (AC or DC type) of SR and voice module to  

realize the wireless remote control of the I/O for SR and voice module.  

1£® The connecting diagram of SR-RCA and SR-12MRA¡¢SR-VPA The AC type receiver  

and AC type SR, AC type voice module can be used together, SR-RCA can work  

with SR-12MRAC,SR-22MRAC or SR-VPA, and at the same time, the system can  

extended to connect 5 PCs of SR-20ERA.  
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Fig6.2 SR-RCA connected to SR-12MRA and SR-VPA  

  

2£® SR-RCD connected to SR-12MRDC and SR-VPD The DC type receiver and DC type  

SR, DC type voice module can be used together, SR-RCD can work with  

SR-12MRDC, SR-12MTDC, SR-22MRDC, SR-22MTDC or SR-VPD, and at the  

same time, the system can extended to connect 5 PCs of SR-20ERD.  

  

Fig6.3 SR-RCD connected to SR-12MRDC and SR-VPD  
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3. SR-RCD connected to SR-12MTDC and SR-VPD  

  

Fig6.4 SR-RCD connected to SR-12MTDC and SR-VPD  

  

Note:   

 1£®Only the same type (AC or DC) can be used together.  

2£®One SR main machine can extend to connect 5 extension module.(Same AC or DC  

type).  

3£®The transmitter can control the I/O of the SR or Extension module.  

4£®User must edit the Remote control instruction in control program, such as Fig.6.5  

  

  

  

  

Select remote module  
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Fig. 6.5 Hardware Configuration  

  

  

  

6.2 Extension module  

Extension module can be connected to the same type of SR main machine to extend the I/O,  

each extension module has 12I/8O, one SR can be connected to 5 extension module one by  

one. Such as that SR-22 can be connected to 5 SR-20 to reach 74I/48O. This powerful  

extension function brings you much easier to do the control system, and also lower you cost  

very greatly. The I/O of extension module is divided as:  

Inputs of No.01 extension module are IC0~IC7, ID0~ID3,  

Inputs of No.02 extension module are E0~IE7, IF0~IF3,  

Inputs of No.03 extension module are IG0~IG7, IH0~IH3,  

Inputs of No.04 extension module are II0~II7, IJ0~IJ3  

Inputs of No.05 extension module are IK0~IK7, IL0~IL3.  

Outputs of No.01 extension module are QC0~QC7  

Outputs of No.02 extension module are QE0~QE7  

Outputs of No.03 extension module are QG0~QG7  

Outputs of No.04 extension module are QI0~QI7  

Outputs of No.05 extension module are QK0~QK7  

  

6.2.1 The extension module structure  

  

Fig6.6 Extension module structure  

1£® Power supply terminals (AC100-240V or DC12-24V£©  

2£® Input terminals  

3£® Communication port to voice module , voice module or receiver module  

4£® Output terminals  

5£® Communication port to SR main machine  

6£® Power indicator light  

  

6.2.2 Extension module address setting  

SR series product can be connected to 5 extension module at the most, we need to give each  


